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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESSTION 

5.1. Conclusion 

 This research has purpose to find out the effectiveness of Vlog in 

increasing students’ speaking performance in recount speaking. Based on the data 

that was obtained, the result of this research indicates that using Vlog as the media 

of speaking can increase students’ speaking performance. That statement supports 

by the finding in the previous chapter. The result of this research as follows: the 

average score of students’ pretest from reter-1 is 66 and from rater-2 is 52, while 

the average score of posttest from rater 1 is 73 and from rater -2 is 67. The other 

result is about the consistency of their score, they get the very high reliability on 

both pretest and posttest. The score of T-Paired Test show that p value is lower 

than alpha (0.000<0.05), so the H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. The students 

were enjoying with the learning process because the material is close with their 

daily life. 

5.2. Suggestion 

 In this research the purpose is answered and the result is achieved. 

Therefore, there are suggestions for next research, students, teacher, and others. 

The suggestions as follows:.  

Teacher: The teacher may use this media for teaching speaking and also allow the 

students to get new learning English process that attracted them to learning 

English that made by teacher.  

Students: The students have to study harder about English especially in speaking 

in order to communication, and that’s understandable for others. 

Next research: Create your own technique or even media that support your 

research and assist the students to improving their speaking ability and will apply 

by others in teaching speaking  
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Others: Choose any other media and technique that interested for students to 

increasing students’ speaking ability.  

That’s all the suggestion may it useful for the reader and can apply in the others 

skill in teaching learning English. 


